Third meeting
Brussels
6th July 2015

Welcome and introduction
Wolfgang Ehrmann
Chairman
Euro Banking Association

Proposed agenda

1. Welcome and introduction (Wolfgang Ehrmann, Chairman, Euro
Banking Association)
2. Reflections from the ERPB meeting on instant payments in June
2015 (Emanuela Cerrato, Market Infrastructure Expert, European
Central Bank)
3. Taking stock of current instant payment developments and
initiatives in Europe
3.1. The Dutch initiative (Inge van Dijk, Program Manager Instant
Payments, Dutch Payments Association)
3.2. The Spanish initiative (Raquel Barrado Sierra, Financial Market
Infrastructure, Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria)
3.3. The initiative of EBA CLEARING (Erwin Kulk, New
Developments and Innovation, EBA CLEARING)
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Proposed agenda

4. Coffee break & networking
5. ISO 20022: developments concerning global message standards
for real-time payments (Stephen Lindsay, Head of Standards,
SWIFT)

6. Interoperability requirements as a result of fragmentation and
the need to create reach: considerations on benefits and
(in-)efficiencies of interoperability (Hansjörg Nymphius, Advisor to
the Board, Euro Banking Association)
6.1. Suggestion to create a dedicated sub-forum in order to look into
interoperability and reach issues
6.2. Challenges and opportunities for a pan-European solution
7. Closing remarks (Hansjörg Nymphius, Advisor to the Board, Euro
Banking Association)
Open Forum on Pan-European Instant Payments, 6th July 2015
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Reflections from the ERPB meeting on instant
payments in June 2015
Emanuela Cerrato
Market Infrastructure Expert
European Central Bank

ECB-UNRESTRICTED

Emanuela Cerrato
Market Infrastructure Expert
Market Integration Division
DG Market Infrastructure and Payments
EUROPEAN CENTRAL BANK

Instant payments in euro:
state of play and next
steps

Open Forum on Pan-European
Instant Payments
Third meeting
Brussels, 6 July 2015

Rubric

ECB-UNRESTRICTED

Agenda
• Definition of instant payments
• Layered approach
• EPC report on instant payments
• ERPB statement following 29 June meeting
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Rubric
Definition of instant payments

ECB-UNRESTRICTED

Main features of instant payments*:
• electronic retail payments
• 24/7/365 availability
• immediate interbank clearing

• immediate crediting of the payee’s account
• confirmation to the payer (within seconds of payment initiation)
• neutral to underlying payment instrument (credit transfer, direct debit
or payment card, but…)
• neutral to underlying arrangements for clearing and settlement

*Based on the ERPB statement following the meeting of 1 December 2014

Instant payments in euro: state of play and next steps
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Rubric
Layered approach: scheme, clearing and settlement

ECB-UNRESTRICTED

In order to avoid fragmentation, instant payment solutions should consist of three
layers:

scheme
layer

• Cooperatively or competitively developed on the
market
• Expected to be mainly based on SCT, IBAN and
ISO 20022 standards

clearing layer

• Intrabank or
• Bilateral interbank or
• ACH or
• “Point-to-point network”

• Deferred net settlement
(with cash or securities
collateral) vs
• Real-time gross
settlement (in the RTGS
or in a dedicated module
of the RTGS)

settlement layer

Such solutions are expected to leverage the harmonisation and integration
already achieved with the SEPA project
Instant payments in euro: state of play and next steps
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Rubric
Layered approach: focus on the scheme layer

ECB-UNRESTRICTED

scheme layer

The scheme layer includes underlying instant payment schemes and end-user
solutions:

end-user
solutions

• Cooperatively or competitively developed on the
market
• Expected to enable pan-European reach through
interoperability
• e.g. person-to-person mobile payment solutions

• SCTinst as basis for pan-European euro
instant payment solutions based on credit
transfer*

schemes

•
•
•
•

clearing layer

Intrabank or
Bilateral interbank or
ACH or
“Point-to-point network”
• Deferred net settlement (with
cash or securities collateral)
vs
• Real-time gross settlement
(in the RTGS or in a
dedicated module of the
RTGS)

settlement layer

*See slide 7
Instant payments in euro: state of play and next steps
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Rubric
EPC report on instant payments

ECB-UNRESTRICTED

• Elaborated by a task force of the EPC
• In response to an invitation from the ERPB on 1 December 2014 to
assess the issues related to pan-European instant payments in euro
• Welcomed by the ERPB on 29 June 2015 as an important step forward
towards achieving pan-European instant payments in euro
• Among the high level requirements to be determined:
–

24/7/365 availability of the instant SCT scheme to customers

–

Timespan of execution of instant payment transactions

–

Immediate availability of funds to payees and value dating

–

Payment certainty for the payer and the payee

–

Minimum information provided to the payer and the payee by their PSPs on instant payment

transactions
–

Real-time access to payment status information

–

Value limits on instant payment transactions

–

Instant payment r-transactions and related messages relevant to customers

–

Data protection, anti-fraud and anti-money laundering (AML) requirements

Instant payments in euro: state of play and next steps
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Rubric
ERPB statement following 29 June meeting

ECB-UNRESTRICTED

On the basis of the EPC report, the members of the ERPB agreed:
• that irrespective of the payment instrument on which they are based,
instant payment solutions offered to end-users in euro should be
developed at the pan-European level or, if developed at the national
level, should at least be interoperable with those solutions based on
the same payment instrument
• to invite the EPC to present to the ERPB by November 2015 a
proposal for the design of an instant SCT scheme (SCTinst) in euro,
which could be adhered to by EU payment service providers on a
voluntary basis
• to call for the creation of a group reflecting the composition of the
ERPB at the level of alternate members to offer guidance as needed to
the EPC regarding the development of SCTinst in the period from July – to
November 2015
The ERPB expects that pan-European instant payment solutions based
on credit transfers in euro will be based on SCTinst
Instant payments in euro: state of play and next steps
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Rubric

ECB-UNRESTRICTED

Thanks for your attention!

ERPB documentation is available at www.erpb.eu

Instant payments in euro: state of play and next steps
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Taking stock of current instant payment
developments and initiatives in Europe
The Dutch initiative
Inge van Dijk
Program Manager Instant Payments
Dutch Payments Association

Open Forum on Pan-European Instant Payments
The Dutch Initiative

Inge van Dijk
Program manager
Instant Payments
Brussels
July 6th, 2015

Dutch banks have announced in May 2015 in the MOB
(local ERPB) their shared ambition to deliver an
infrastructure which supports 24x7 instant payments
Infrastructure characteristics*

Supporting instant payments in for example P2P and P2B situations both online and offline,
every hour of the day, every day of the year
* Depending on design phase and proven feasibility throughout the entire value chain, including risk

Instant Payments | EBA Forum 6 July 2015
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Unanimous positive feedback on Dutch ambition
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The ambition of the Dutch banks is to deliver a
complete new and safe infrastructure within 4 years
Dutch Ambition re. Instant Payments
•

A new infrastructure based on SEPA
standards, which can in principle support all
services, products and all customer segments

•

A safe and reliable infrastructure which is
future-proof

•

An open infrastructure which provides access
to all payment service providers – small and
large, bank and non-bank, creating a level
playing field

•

An infrastructure that allows for connection to
(pan-) European solutions

•

When the infrastructure is delivered, some
existing products may migrate to this platform

•

New innovative services can be developed on
top of this infrastructure

Instant Payments | EBA Forum 6 July 2015

Instant
Payments
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An open and fast Instant Payments infrastructure
brings advantages and opportunities to all users

Advantages of Instant Payments
• Improved user experience a.o. through
24x7 opening times (nights, weekends,
bank holidays)
• Lower societal costs a.o. by means of
improved cash flow due to instant receipt of
funds by the beneficiary
• Increased safety through a.o. expected
cash reduction
• Platform for competition and innovation

24x7
instant
payments
infrastructure

Instant Payments | EBA Forum 6 July 2015
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The purpose of the coming 6 months is to design the
solution and infrastructure in more detail and to
validate the feasibility of the ambition time-wise

Design phase

Building phase

Pilot/Live phase

• Aligning
stakeholders
through separate
platform

• Building the required
adaptations in the
infrastructure
throughout the value
chain

• Base
infrastructure is
ready throughout
the entire value
chain in NL

• Selecting a party for
central processing

• New and existing
services can use
this infrastructure

• Inventorying
customer demands
and market needs
• Aligning on EU
developments
• Delivery of feasible
roadmap by end
2015

Instant Payments | EBA Forum 6 July 2015

• Ensuring
compatibility with
EU developments.
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Program organization

Stakeholders
Program control

Work stream

Instant Payments | EBA Forum 6 July 2015

European
developments

Work stream
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Questions?
InstantPayments@betaalvereniging.nl

Taking stock of current instant payment
developments and initiatives in Europe
The initiative of EBA CLEARING
Erwin Kulk
New Developments and Innovation
EBA CLEARING

EBA CLEARING’s
Instant Payment Initiative

Classification: Confidential

2015 Instant Payment Task Force
Confidential

Task Force mandate by Board
In the context of the ongoing work on the creation of a pan-European
infrastructure solution for instant payments, the EBA CLEARING Board decided
to launch on 11th February 2015 an Instant Payment Task Force with the
following mission and objectives:
• Blueprint by mid-2015
• Roadmap 2015-2018
• Deliverables:
– Requirements and Specifications
– Gap Analysis and Design Options
– Finalise Blueprint with recommended further steps on implementation

Open Forum on Pan-European Instant Payments, 6th July 2015
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2015 Instant Payment Task Force
Confidential

Context

• Major innovation phase in payments industry
• ERPB definition, vision and call to the supply
side of the industry (Nov/Dec 2014)
• Lessons learnt at global/European level

Objectives
Blueprint &
Roadmap

• Requirements and specifications as a
planning framework
• Deliverables towards operational realisation
• EPC/ERPB scheme aspects

Approach

• EBACL Task Force and designated working
groups
• Consult with existing advisory groups
• Continue global view and dialogue

Open Forum on Pan-European Instant Payments, 6th July 2015
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Layered approach
Confidential

Payer

Payee

User experience of instant

Services
Value-added
services

Payer’s
PSP

Instruments

Payee’s
PSP

Reuse/
Enhance

PSP-to-PSP
Processing

Reuse/adapt/
new platform

infrastructure

space
Settlement

Options
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Considerations on core principles
Confidential

Item
Focus

Support “cashless cash” experience for end-user

Funds

Immediate reusability of funds with clear status information

Layer

Inter-PSP clearing and settlement layer

Use cases

Use case and channel agnostic

Tools

Credit transfers

Time

Complete transaction < 5 seconds max, towards benchmark < 1.5 sec

Settlement

Avoid inter-PSP credit risk or liquidity risk

Proxy

Address directory service optional for payment initiation using a proxy

Instruments

Credit transfer (SCTinst ?)

Time-to-market

Pilot 2017 / full solution 2018

Approach

Reuse of existing building blocks and build on SEPA achievements

Perspective

Liaise with scheme creation/discussion bodies (EPC, ERPB)

Open Forum on Pan-European Instant Payments, 6th July 2015
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Instant Payment Initiative: objectives
Confidential

 Take next steps towards implementation of a pan-European
infrastructure for instant payments
 Build in 2016 – Pilot 2017 – full implementation 2018
The next phase will prepare the dialogue with potential suppliers
during a structured Request For Proposal (RFP) process to be
launched Q4 2015
•
•
•
•

Build on and continue work around defining requirements
Making the blueprint available to the interested public
Consultation with users, stakeholders, including relevant authorities
Establish all input documents for RFP process for selection of provider

 Blueprint can be requested at www.ebaclearing.eu/N=Blueprint-on-instantpayment-solution.aspx
Open Forum on Pan-European Instant Payments, 6th July 2015
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2015 Instant Payment Task Force
Confidential

Outlook H2 2015 and beyond
• Final Blueprint provided as input for consultation of users and wider group of
stakeholders July – September
• Prepare for RFP to solution providers
• Allow early adopters/users budget and project planning for 2016
• Mandate for project launch
• Project kick-off

Consultation

RFP process

Open Forum on Pan-European Instant Payments, 6th July 2015

RFP
assessment
& decision

Project Start
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Roadmap 2015 – 2018
Confidential

*

SPC/Board Meetings

** Incl. further evaluation of existing building blocks, e.g. EURO1 platform

Open Forum on Pan-European Instant Payments, 6th July 2015
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EBA CLEARING
40 rue de Courcelles, F-75008 Paris
Tel. +33 1 53 67 07 00
www.ebaclearing.eu

ISO 20022: developments concerning global
message standards for real-time payments
Stephen Lindsay
Head of Standards
SWIFT

Standards and Market Practice
for Real-Time Payments
Open Forum on Pan-European Instant Payments
July 2015

Stephen Lindsay

Standards
used
in Real-Time
payments
systems

•

Proprietary

•

ISO 8583

•

•

Cards standard

•

Faster Payments (UK)

ISO 20022
•

Emerging as default choice for recent
systems

•

NETS (Denmark)

•

Singapore

•

SWISH (Sweden)

•

NPP (Australia)

•

Zengin (Japan) offered
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About ISO
20022
•

•

Open-standard
•

Not controlled by a single entity

•

Open to participation of users

Scoped to financial industry
•

End-to-end business processes

•

Modern technology (XML), easy to integrate

•

‘Future Proof’ Architecture

•

In payments used for:

•

Low Value and High Value (T2, EURO1/STEP1)

•

Domestic and International

•

C2B and B2B
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What is
ISO 20022
Market
Practice?

•

Describes, for a specific use-case like RTP:
•

Actors

•

Which ISO 20022 messages are used

•

Message flows / choreography

•
•

Successful and exception

Usage guidelines
•

Documented ‘subset’ of each message

•

Restrictions to simplify scope

37

Usage
Guideline
Example

Restrict number
of transactions
per message to
one.
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Why define
ISO 20022
Market
Practice?

•

A common baseline for multiple implementations
•

Drive interoperability and re-use

•

Capture and codify best practice

•

Reduce ‘accidental’ differences – doing the
same thing in a different way

•

Not a ‘straitjacket ’

•

Deviations accepted and allowed…

•

…but should be for a business reason:
•

Local market requirement

•

Functional benefit
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ISO Real-Time
Payments Group
(RT PG)
National Standards Bodies (BSI, ANSI, AFNOR, DIN, UNI, etc)
General Assembly
Central Secretariat

Council

Technical Management Board (TMB)

TC

SC 4
Securities

SC 2
Security

WG

TC 68
Financial
Services

TC

WG

WG

WG WG WG

TC

SC 7
Banking

WG

WG

WG

ISO 20022
RMG

RT PG

WG 6
LEI

Chair: Roy DeCicco, JPMC
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ISO RT PG

•

Formed May 2015 by ISO 20022 RMG Resolution

•

Larger group ~ 50 participants; open participation

•

Initial drafting group:
•

ACI, Canadian Payments Association, Gefeg, Nets,
The Clearing House, Vocalink, Volante

•

UK Payments Council facilitating

•

Others to join including SWIFT

•

ISO 20022 IPR Policy:
“…Organizations that contribute … shall keep any Intellectual
Property Rights (IPR) they have … the contributing organization
grants third parties a non-exclusive, royalty-free license to use
the published information...”
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ISO RT PG
Work
Programme • pacs.008, pacs.002, pacs.004 and pain.013 identified as the ‘core’
payment messages;
• The drafting group will be using the below work cycle with the full ISO
group;
• Draft usage guidelines for the ‘core’ payment messages expected Q4
2015.

Pacs.002 = FI To FI Payment Status Report
Pacs.004 = Payment Return
Pacs.008 = FI To FI Customer Credit Transfer
Pain.013 = Creditor Payment Activation Request
42

RT PG
considerations

•

Multiple RTP system designs in scope
•

Centralized and Distributed

•

Deferred Net Settlement and Gross
Settlement

•

Likely to identify common requirements for new
ISO 20022 messages
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Questions?
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Interoperability requirements as a result of
fragmentation and the need to create reach
Hansjörg Nymphius
Advisor to the Board
Euro Banking Association

National solutions existing or in buildup in Europe

IS: Greiðsluveitan

SE: BiR

National solution in place
(name of infrastructure
provider given)

Solution in
planning/development

UK: Faster
Payments

DK: Nets
PL: Elixir Express

CH: SIC
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Some interoperability challenges

…and only 1-3
seconds time

• 24/7 national and crossEuropean?
Settlement

Clearing
• National clearing
and cross-border?

Messaging
• How many relay
stages between
endpoints?

Open Forum on Pan-European Instant Payments, 6th July 2015
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Closing remarks
Hansjörg Nymphius
Advisor to the Board
Euro Banking Association

Calendar
• The next Open Forum meeting is planned for early September with
the involvement of participants from beyond Europe. The aim is to feed
insights from that discussion into the broader discourse around the
topic at Sibos 2015 in October.

• The last Open Forum meeting of the year is foreseen for November
2015
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For any comments or questions, please contact
instant_payment_forum@abe-eba.eu

